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Is Physics with Data Science for me?

Physics has a strong relationship to Data Science with 
many companies today employing physicists within their 
Data Science teams.

Data Science is a multidisciplinary field in which 
science, statistics and computing are applied to exciting 
innovations in physics such as the development of 
automated diagnostic methods with medical images to 
the imaging of the event horizon of a black hole.

Your degree will focus on:

• Simulating physical systems including, for example, creating 
models of electron transport in materials;

• Understanding physical effects through computing;

• Analysing big data streams in physics, such as exoplanet 
transits, particle collisions and medical images (CT, MRI, PET 
etc.);

• Programming to discover patterns in such data;

• Using machine learning and artificial intelligence to predict 
future events with Big Data sets, including finding patterns 
in space weather and predicting the correct therapy for a 
cancer patient;

The School of Physical and Clinical and Optometric Sciences 
at TU Dublin provides this programme for those interested in 
physics and computational sciences. Physics with Data Science 
is suitable for those who have an interest in physics and 
computing and see themselves working in the Data Science 
industry in Ireland or beyond, with the opportunity to also work 
in traditional science careers in Physics, Computing and related 
sciences.

While developing the programme, TU Dublin engaged with 
representatives from the Irish Data Science industry to ensure 
students gain the knowledge and skills the sector demands. 
Indeed, this is one of Ireland’s fastest growing industries, 
predicted to employ approximately 60,000 people here by next 
year, and the number is expected to grow with as our reliance 
on big data increases.

Reasons you should consider a BSc in 
Physics with Data Science:

• The world’s top seven analytics companies are 
located in Ireland (Microsoft, Google, SAS, IBM, 
EMC2, Accenture and Oracle).

• Forfás and the Expert Group on Future Skills Needs 
estimate that up to 21,000 jobs in data analytics 
and data science could be created here up until 
2020, reaching a workforce of over 60,000.

• There is currently strong demand within the 
identified multinationals for graduates with skills in 
this area and within other sectors of the economy, 
including banking and insurance.

• The Irish National Skills Bulletin of 2018 indicates 
that the shortage in this area is acute due to 
its niche nature and that growth in the sector is 
between approximately 3% and 9% per annum.

• Data Science was the second fastest-growing 
profession in the US in 2017 and is expected to 
continue to grow apace into the future.

• Opportunities within traditional physics disciplines 
which increasingly use Big Data are also expanding, 
including in healthcare, materials research and 
astrophysics.
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Entry Requirements

• Minimum number of 6 subjects, 
• 2 of these H5 or higher

• At least O3/H7 in Mathematics

• At least O6/H7 in English or Irish,

• At least H4 in a Science Subject (Applied 
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Physics 
and Chemistry, Biology, Computer Science, 
Agricultural Science, Engineering, Technical 
Drawing, Technology or Design and 
Communication Graphics)

Programme Outline

The following is a brief outline of subjects studied on the programme.

Year One
The Physics of Motion, Waves (both in optics and in sound), Heat & 
Thermal Physics, Electricity & Magnetism, Modern & Nuclear Physics, 
Properties of Materials, Applied Physics.

Data Science 1, Mathematics, Statistics, Numerical Methods for 
Computational Physics 1.

Year Two
Optics & Electromagnetism, Mechanics, Relativity, Heat & 
Thermodynamics, Electronics & Semiconductors, Quantum Mechanics, 
Condensed Matter & Nuclear Physics, Vibrations & Waves, Renewable 
Energy, Technology for Sustainability, Applied Physics, Astronomy, Energy 
& Environmental Physics.

Data Science 2, Mathematics, Numerical Methods for Computational 
Physics 2.

Year Three
Optics, Electromagnetism & Lasers, Condensed Matter, Electronics, 
Ionising & Non Ionising Radiation, Quantum Mechanics, Physics of 
Materials, Thermal Physics, Vacuum Techniques for Nanotechnology. 
Numerical Methods for Computational Physics 3. Industrial Work 
Placement (6-7 months).

Year Four
Electronics & Instrumentation, Lasers & Optical Communications, 
Radiation & Nuclear Physics, Particle Physics & Astrophysics, 
Electromagnetism & Statistical Physics, Quantum Physics of Solids, Data 
Science 3, Numerical Methods and Computational Physics 4, Invention, 
innovation & Commercialisation, Project.

For more information contact

 aidan.meade@tudublin.ie


